Welcome to Duke. Due to ongoing construction, the lower section of Chapel Drive is currently limited to authorized vehicles only to promote a safe environment for all.

This map provides designated locations for drop-offs and deliveries, as well as alternative parking locations for visitors. Visitors can also ride on Duke buses to visit the Chapel/Quad.

For more information, including a link to the TransLoc live bus tracking app, scan the QR code or visit the link below.

We apologize for the inconvenience and appreciate your patience.

**Drop-Off / Delivery Locations**
1. Bryan Center Circle
2. Entrance to Allen Lot
3. End of Wannamaker Drive
4. Service parking area at Hollows
5. Telcom Drive circle
6. Parking area behind Old Chemistry
7. End of Union Drive
8. Wannamaker Drive circle

**Alternate Parking Locations**
9. Bryan Center Garage and visitor lot
10. Karsh Alumni & Visitor Center
11. Duke University Road Gravel Lot

More Info: tiny.cc/chapeldrive